Major WILLIAM JOHN HOPPER SHEPHARD
EC/2241, 9th Bn. 12th, Frontier Force Regiment
who died on 17 January 1944
Remembered with honour at the TAUKKYAN WAR CEMETERY
William John Hopper Shephard was already a Major (though
perhaps only paid as a Captain) when he was killed in action
fighting the Japanese in Burma, aged only 21. He was the
second son of the well-known local Dr. Hopper Shephard and
brother of the retired G.P., Dr. Graham Shephard, who was very
helpful in compiling this profile. His brother Michael had been
a member of the B.E.F. in France and had won the Military Cross
in 1941.1
Born in Sheerness, Kent, he was educated at Hayleybury
College where he was renowned as a “brilliant young cricketer”;
indeed, he scored a memorable century for Tewkesbury C.C.,
aged only 14. Ironically, he was the only one of the family who
intended to go in to medicine. He could have continued as a
medical student but felt that he could not spend 5 or 6 years in
a reserved occupation during the war, especially with a brother
in the army. When he went out to India, he was for some time
in a Regiment commanded by our
Uncle, Col. Bryceson who was a regular

Indian Army officer. 2
In fact, that that was partly
why he volunteered to take a
Commission in the Indian Army. He
joined the 8th Battalion of the
Glosters in 1940 after which he was
commissioned and joined the Indian
Army.3 This photograph was taken
just before his death and presented
by his brother officers.
The circumstances of his death are
best left to the words of his
commanding officer [see below]. He

seemed to be operating in enemy territory and may have been a Chindit.4 Why did he not win a
medal for this gallantry? It would seem that, from reading the biography of Stan Hollis, our only
V.C. on D-Day, winning such honours was something of a lottery.5
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For information on the later career of Michael Shephard, see H. Workman Memoirs Vol. I p24
Perhaps for that reason he is classed by the CWGC website as an Indian Citizen.
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Tewkesbury Register, 29/1/1944 & 5/2/1944.
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A British and Indian unit commanded by Orde Wingate from 1941-March 1944 which fought behind
enemy lines, using guerrilla tactics. Taukkyan was a “Chindit” War Cemetery.
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My own thinking is that all too often they are regarded as compensation for a military defeat.
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